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Director's
Introduction
The importance of water in
sustaining a healthy environment
has never been more clearly
recognised. Evidence of this is the
high profile water has been given
by numerous national and
international agencies, including
UK government departments
(OELD, DETR, MAFF), the
Environment Agency, the recent
EU Freshwater Assessment and the
United Nations Commission for
Sustainable Development. Closer to
home, 1998 saw the highly
suceessful British Hydrological
Society conference at Exeter
addressing the key issues
concerned with Hydrology in  a
Changing Environment.  Institute
staff were involved in all of these
national and international ventures,
helping to deliver progress in the
hydrOlogical sciences and set the
future research agenda.
It has been another excellent year
for hydrological research: H-I staff
have made basic scientific
cliscovedes and delivered novel
applications for solving important
environmental problems. This
second annual Science Report
contains a number of ekamples  of
this progress. Research into the
bio-physical processes which
control energy and gas exchange
at the land surface continues to
explore important new areas.
Northern latitudes, where vast
areas of wetlands may be emitting
huge amounts of greenhouse
gases, are now being investigated.
In collaboration with
Scandinavian and Russian
colleagues, field experiments have
noW been established in Finland
and Western Siberia. Initial data
are revealing the critical role that
the hydrology of these areas plays
in controlling the emission of
carbon dioxide and methane. At a
completely different scale, and
back in the UK. II-I scientists have
been collaborating with the
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology in
developing new field methods for
estimating the amount and vertical
distribution of foliage in forests.
These techniques can provide
hydrological and ecological
models with the parameters they
need withOut resort to laborious
destructive sampling.
It has been a landmark year for
catchment research at II-I. The
results of 30 years of observations
at the Plynlimon catchments in
Wales were brought together in a
Special Issue of  !hydrology and
Earth Systems Science  Like all
good scientific investigations, the
analyses presented challenged
some of the initial assumptions
about these catchments: Were they
really impermeable? Is there a
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climatic signal emerging' Other long
term catchment work at lii was also
reviewed during the year. with Me-
Coalburn cittchment in northern
England re'vealing just how long it
takes (>25years) for the Mil effects
of plantation fOrestry to be seen in
the water balance III commitment
to cudinient research continues
Large investments are being made in
the equipment monitoring the
Plynlimon catchments and new
research progranimes for lowland
catchments a re being developed.
Much progress has also been made
in water quality research. New
projects have ktoked at (he
processes controlling the transfer of
pollutants such as nutrients and
pestit itlt-s to riverS. Tfie latest
findings indicate that although point
sources of phosplicMIN (inin sewage
works have been reduced. thew A re
still significant thrfuse sources The
pesticide studies Irave shown that
after rainfall several agricultural
chemicals appear in rivers at
«inn-titrations alxne the EU
guidelines l'or drinking water.
11tEwever, tests of this piilluted
water have mit yet slitiwn up any
toxic effect,.
Environmental impacts are forming
an increasing pan of the III research
portfolio. An example is the recent
joi(1t study with IIR Wallingford and
TAMS UK to look at extending the
life of the Tarbula dam in Pakistan.
This reSIAVOIr is being affected by
sedimentation which is threatening
vital hydnpower and irrigation
facilities Although the proposed
engineering solutions are both
expensive and is fientialb
enviromnentally damagingthey are
less so than Elie alternative of
constnk ung new (hernial power
statoms to compensate for the loss
of energy should Tarbela fail
A successor lo I he 1975 nut,:
SIIItheS Repi )ri is  now almost
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emliplete. The new. scheme. called
the blood Unnation Ilandlxxik
CHID. is currentb' being ;ested
externally and includes many novel
aspects-in( neu- tnethods for
estimating river flow peaks. The
production of the handbook — and
accompanying softw-are and digital
catchment data — is very timely .
given the heightened concern over
flood estimation resulting from
disastrous floods in central England
and parts of Wales last Easter. 'Chu
FEll has ventured into new territory
by reccunmending a niedmd
which flood tlata a re pooled
according to catchment similarity
rather than geographical position.
This approach should revolutionise
regional frequency analysis.
is also studying the potential
impacts of climate change on
flooding Most of the studies so far
have looked at inipacts on average
flows, but the Ill stud has h nwsed
on extreme flows. Initial analyses
suggest that if future rainfall
scenarios are ti nreel. then there
may be large changes in b()th the
magnitude and frequent y of
flooding in the UK.
The collation, qualits control and
dissemination of hydrological data
also remain a central remit of
The past year has Wen much
innovation here too. with the first
electumic Hydrological Yearbook,
and the comPletion of the
impressive LOIS environmental data
handling system. The electronic
yearix)ok not only saves on
publication costs, but allows much
wider access It) this important
annual compendium of rainfall
river flow. grimndwater aml basin
evaporation data. Agam. the
cixii)entuon of the Ilritish Geological
Survey HydRtgeolo}ty group at
Wallingford has lxvii invaluable
The LON data system is unique in
its ability (o handle and display data
simultaneimsly from diverse pans of
the environment. often obtained at
%cry different time and spatial
scale's: Already die LOIS data viewer
- is available in CI) format. complete
with its intelligent query software.
'The successful creation of this-type
of database is an important .steRin
developing the abilib to build the
'Eanh Systenimodels called for in
NERCs science.strategy Looking
Foneard.
*This short introduction sannot
justice to the fill] range of excellent
work carried out by III staff in the
past  ear An indication of the
overall productivity can be gleaned
from the publication list in
Appendix 4. 1997saw a highly
commendable 26% increase in
refereed journal publk ations hy
staff and data collected to date
show that this level of publication
(kaput has been sustained during
1998 I encourage remlers not (wily
to peruse the rest of this report but
also to study. conmient on and
debate our st ientific findings.
Jim Wallace
CEH Science Programme
I: Soils and Soil—Vegetation
Interactions
This programme is designed to
in/prove our understanding and
ability to model key soil processes
ointrolling the transnirmations of
materials within soils and rite flux of
water through the soil—vegetation—
atmosphere contintium.
2: Land Use Science
"[his is aimed at pnanoting an
integrated approach to land use
science that is applicable to the wide
range of user cOltanunity require-
ments. The programme's themes will
be developed to provide the basis for
large-scale, long-tenn analytical
studies of major land use change
3: The Urban Environment
Tliis relatively new programme aims
to extend the interdisciplinary
knowledge base and to understand
the key environmental patterns and
processes in urban situations and
particularly change due to human
activities. This knowledge is
required to plan more sustainable
tirban environments.
4: Freshwater Resources
Increasing demands on freshwater
resources have resulted in the need
for a scientific basis for the effective
strategic and sustainable manage-
The Science Programme of CFH provides a base that under-
pins national and international requirements in the terrestrial
and freshwater sciences. The Programme is wide-ranging and
is dittided into ten component Programmes, all of which
address issues of current environmental relevance and
important scientific challenges. The Programme as a whole
involves extensive collaboration with academic organisations
throughout the world and with international research
programmes.
Mehl cd freshwater resolarces. This
programme will address this by
integrating CFI.' research in the
areas of water quantity. water
quality, and Ehe ecological aspects
of freshwater systems
5: Biodiversity
Aimed at improving ottr under-
standing of microbiological and
biological resources at a range of
spatial scales. The research
considers the Underlying prcktesses
and resulting functions, and directs
knowledge tO file SLIStaillable
management of biodiversity.
6: Pest and Disease Control and
Risk Assessment for GMOs
'The primary aim of this pitogramme
is to undertake research in tlie
provision of novel pest and disease
centnil strategies whilst addressing
any possible risk to the envinin-
mend 'ale use a molecular biology
is essential to maintain a novel and
plogressive approach to the themes
of pest control and animal disease
cc man if.
7: Pollution
This poigramme is aimed at
developing a better understanding
(ifgeneric processes such as
atmospheric transport. fluxes of
pollutants and the fate of pollutants.
CEH CORE STRATEGIC PROGRAMMES
in order to predict more accurately
ihe likely impacts on environments
and organisms
8: Environmental Risks and
Extreme Events
This research programme will
develop understanding of how
environmental extremes affeu
mankind and the natural envinm-
ment, develiiping quantitative,
predictive nails to describe these
effects, and vcintributing to
mitigating measures.
9: Global Change
This progranane will help to reduce
uncertainty in the magnitude of
global change and its impacts. The
research is hicused on improving
the accuracy of glolyal change
predictions through measurement
programmes. the development of
scaling-up methods and models,
and the identification of ecosystem
responses.
10: Integrating Generic Science
Progralllinc lo has Neen designed to
provide a research framework for
diose areas of GEN science which
undeipin the nine other programmes
le.g. providing the. data and the
techntilogical supix>rti, as well as
conducting its own fundamental
research
The following section of this Scientific Report describes research that is currently being carried out in eight
of the ten programmes by the Institute of Hydrology. Further details of the theme s and issues that make
up each of the ten Science Programmes are listed in Appendix 3 of the CEH Annual Report.
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SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Figure 1. ICRAF  colleagues ineasuring
soil water content in a Greeillea roduso/
maize agreforesny system with an  Ili
neutron prolse soil moisture ngder.
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Most of the uorleN vegetation groins in mixtures. it is therefbre
impanant to be able to model the water use of these systems
correctly to predict the responses of vegetation to different
management options and/or global change.
A mgor control on water use by vegetation is the amount,
dfstribution and efficiency ofjhiiage in canopies. Methods and
approaches which do not rely on time-consuming. destructive
methods need to be developed.
Soil and
soil-vegetation
interactions
CONTROLLING WATER
USE OF AGROFORESTRY
TREES BY PRUNING
Agroforestry is often promoted as
a sustainable agriadtural
production system whereby
woody plants are grown in
combination either with
agricultural crops or with pasture
and livestock. Agiofoiestrv
therelbre has the potential to
increase yieRk Hy obtaining two or
more fanning prodUcts Mint a
single piece of land. Success will
be limited by competition for
resources lverween trees and
crops, panicularly Ibr light and
watek so a key research objective
is to tint] management strategies
such as tree pruning to minimise
this competittim.
We have been collaborating with
the International Centre for
Research in Agroforestry (ICRAl24
on a study of the competition hir
water in a hilislope agroforestry
system. At the ICRAF research
station at Machakos. Kenya. 20 in
x 20 In plots Were planted with
silky oak Grerifien robusla
popular tree among East African
farmers) andior maize, in the
following arrangements:
• Sole tree treatment with trees
planted in it 3 m S 4 m grid
pattern without any
understorey crop;
• Agroforest ry (tree + crop/
treatment: trees planted in the
same 3 ni x 4 m arrangement.
but with an understorev
Mai Se planted in rows
period icilowb hment
an aun4bru-itiy system. and tahcn
the tree height is small relatb
to the height of the crop.
competition for light and water
yen:lift:rent Him later on when
the trees are nearing their harvest
size ihu trees are pruned it al!
ar thr; early stage. it i; to ensure
Mai the trunks will grow straight,
and duo; have a higher et:Gnomic
value, or eke to pro\ade fodder
for livestock during the dry
,easgins. Pruning later on in the
ot the system, although
providing todder ako acts as a
means Of reg 0 at ing conipetition
lbr light and water
closely planted trees on shallow
soils, such as we had in this
experiment. will exploit ahnost the
entire Soil SOltinle with their
extensive Mt )1 system Any annual
pkolts, including the maize Crop in
this case. Illve tO try and establish
their root systems in the face of
extrenle competition fibm the
treeS. bevere Mae call  Op\ priming,
as practb.ud by many Kenyan
larmers, substantially reduces the
leat area on each free available 10
evi V irate water. hence reducing
the overall water denland 4 the
tree li pruning k carried out
immediately before the crops are
planted. clop niot systems can
devele,p in the face of reduced
true. crop competition l'or water.
1.8
1.8  .
0.0 01 0.2 OM 0.0
Ov (m3 m-3 )
1993 short rains
SOIL -VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Maize only
Trees only
Trees and maize
0v (m3 m-3)
1996 long rains
0.2 0.3 OM 03 0.2 03
Ov( m3 rn-3)
1997 long rains
Figure  2. Changes in water COMM pronies 1 0. iii m • ' I in The three treatments
lollnwing rainfall events in 1993 (n hen 'he Imes were eoung). 199(1 (llciore
pniningt and 1997 (after primingl Data :au mean values for each ireannent \amtek
liehge min I red), one or two week after rain greuni ulrl tbur Cr rive weeks
after rain I C hkwa
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SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Tree pruning is a
powerful control on the
water balance in
agroforestry systems
Table 1. Intreases and derre: • .s in soil profile ire, siir_Ige 11111111for Cal h of the
graphs in Fig.11e 2
1993 Short rains
25 Nov
-9 Dec
9 Dec
-23 Dec
INS I fur 1. or I-YDRoi CC, SC F Ni il IC REPOR- 1997 95
The graphs •n the leh-hand Side
show changes (Keurring during
Ntwrinher and December 1993.
when Ille (fee', Were OnIS IWO
years old and not  et large enough
to out-compete the crops 16r
water. 'nit' 111C:rear:CS and deereaSt's
SOil 'Water content of the whole
I 7 In soil profile (Table I) were
smaller under maize. either grown
alone or with trees. than when the
trees wentgrown on their own.
Guaind cover a( this stage was
largely dimunated b  the maize
crop. and greater recharge in the
tree-only pit ics retie( ICSS t anopy
interception
1996 Long rains 1997 Long rains
28 Mar 11 Apr 20 Mar 17 Apr
-11 Apr -2 May -17 Apr -8 May
The middle set of riculum probe
pic)files Were recorded during
Mardi and June 1006. W
trees had reat her1 :I height of 8 I/1
Mill WIT 11 the maximum canopy
size observed during the
experiment The soil in the sole
crop wetted up completely. with
drainage occurring to below 1.7 m
hule recharge ticcurred I)elr
I 0 ni in the trec+crop plot, and no
drainage was ol)served
1.7111 in either plot containing
trees. ibis was attributed to
intense al?straction in the top 1.(l uli
of soil
The tree canipies were /wavily
pruned aher this season. following
Managenient practices.
removing almost 9(13b of Me
ano) y volume. The right-hand
series of neutron probe daui were
recorded hfllowing pruning.
during Mary h and June I997.
Pruning doubled the rainfall input
to the soil in the tree only plots.
relative to the input lo Ilic MAC
cii rp plots, and incitased it by
25% in the agrofwestry treatment
These Increases were attributed to
recitations in both the canopy
raMfall interteptic HI. and In S011
:Her abstramon by nit roots
This study shows that prIlnIng
be a powerful Mrans of
controlling the water balance of
agnifigestry systems. Rt.-nuwing
sul,stantial amtnints of the tree
canop  just IK-fore the Crop was
planted reduced the water demand
of the !CC componentand
resulted in a similar ik-grer ot
recharge to the.crop noting zone
as when the I WC,: Were younger.
The crop also then produced an
actvptable ectalornic yield in the
hAkAving two gnm•ing seasons
 oloct Yule Jackson
WOODLAND CANOPY
DESCRIBED FROM LEAF
LITTER
The sum( lure and functioning of
an vegetation canopy plays a key
rolt:.m.the control i mass and
energy fluxes Rtween the surface
and the atmcusphere i Aal . leaf art-a
index is Mc principal parameter I”
which the canopy is quantified and
foi many appIntions this
pat.:uric-ter will provide an
adequate descnption Mc
canclw flow ever. the efficiency of
illarty physiological pro6:sses
vanes within a cutoff and there is
a need kw additional inforination
aboutrhe vertical du.tributi.on
foliage and any associated
variation in struouie. chemistry
and leaf physiology.
Oxford. tiontiontAl lw cw.k
Outytricr titto. ti. Wvzham Vat: ds
are ot‘ net: by Oxford Uni%ersity
and are a \ ERE-iiriN,nsored site in
the Enaironmentra Change
Network. asllahorating with Mil
Morecrola t1TE) we have been
using an estensive scalh-ading
walkway system to gain direct
access to the orotNals tteveral
rlitierr. The samples. organised intO
specific leaf area classes. were
ground In powder and analysed
ror nitrogen (NI and carbon
isotope chscrimination ['tit! The
vertical distribution of leaves
within the oak canom wtts
estimated by counting touches
with the canopy from a vertically
dropped plumbline at several
sampling points on thu walkway.
Figure 3. Part of the scaffolding
walkwtty in Wychain Woods.
Specific leaf area irn - kg
25
Leaf lit( ollecred le(en late
sunnuer to mid-winter in 1990 and
autund WO leaves were
individually measured lair dry
weight and strett to calculate
specific leaf area (SLAt figure  a  L
Chemical analyses were ids°
inedorincRi on (alai-Gies in rile
hirer. higure S shows rile variation
of 'IA with height for leaves taken
through the oak canopy in early
Octoher I.990 when Me leases
were green. and November 1996.
when rlItt were senescent At hoth
times there is a highly significant
negathe relationship_ with SLA
decreasing linearly with increasing
height in the canopy. ire going up
through the canopy, the ratio ot leaf
area to weight decreased_
SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
Specific leaf area (rnt kg-t )
Figure 5. Rehaionship between canopy position and
speeilie leaf area of green lea‘ea (green) and seneseDi
leaves (red). W ytham Wood, Oxford
Leaf litter has potential
as a powerful diagnostic
tool, since some
properties such as
nitrogen content and
specific leaf area are
correlated with
physiological behaviour,
particularly maximum
photosynthetic rates
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SOIL-VEGETATION INTERACTIONS
88. -28
4. 2
26
-27
8
-30
-31 -
6 8 10 12 14 16 15 20
Specific leaf area (388 kg-I I
22
Figure 6 R ehec cnsiiip hemtan suecitit : LT,
ler/ ttrteena senescent cutout I
Pititjre h >10 ny>, that and leaf
\ cleelme sr,ienlatically \\ 811 SL.1
Ell green. 88-nescenl .m81 liller
18.3 ye>, he- ditlerence ()I. around
llI : IltIcecell icaecs ( )1
ancl >mallest H..1.. which
t!crre,18onel llighe-.1 8nd
1(8.8884 !.3nopy pu8itkm. is 881813r
ic !he gradient, in 3 reported
for canopies ol a rangy (,t lotest
lyre:. The ;2eneral diece is dul
ee111c811 dirtelences in '3: 08
le.t‘888 in forest canupies
slrOngiV as,fleiated with changes
in the raId ccl Lc . concenualions
lii the extemal atmosphele ;mid
leaf intertellular space,. caused
variution i•photosynthetic
charat leristies
gradients ill canopies ;Intl changes
in hydraulic architecture wtthin
uce elliwlIs, ralher Wan lo venical
grado..nis of the air csithin
the canopy. We have observed
tlilferellee:, in the liner ehemi:.;try
hemeen 1996 and earlier studic:
in 1c)93 villeh relate eloely
kno\5n Soil moisture And climatic
ddferenre, between the tw I year,.
1-.Slirnales tIl Ille fre quen cy
ut the vert8-81 p! 88 8 81
cd 188!ves 11888111e SO\ Ili88ihotinn
in !he !Her an81 the inlormation
dhow the p1 cillilIll of lea\ es of that
'q..\ in the hilny) Agivekl Cep.,
\yell ill relahvc term.: to die dirCel
Incaseirci lean, I If LAM Tr., LTC-21y
0
6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Specific leaf area (m2 kg-1 )
20
li
I...take:It liner leaves of living canopy
litter it wes [Hack) in it/on.
Tills sturk shows that analysis
lorest littc] Call he used to
reconstruct the xertical prohle ol
Istal properties in the living
ctriclpy rhere 5 eonsiderable
scope to extend this work. It will
lIe nceer0alry 10 lil-8)88- the
relaUonships Ilerween living i eat -
p18,pellies and those in the liiter
For a wider range of species and
conditions. To allocate the foliage
spatially. the height and depth of
eancipy will also need LC be
kn()WO, 211(.1 5505 (Ir doing this
\\ ill ii ItII eano18! access need to he
investigated. Leaf properties will
yar) at any particular height
LCCallse of the important
influence of dilferent ludiation
conditions On leaf properties. A
linal question is to what extent the
height distribution of leaves
mulches uriations in other
conditions that also influence leaf
PrOpnrlics.
fotut Roberts
7be Institute's research catchments have played a key role in
securing general acceptance by theforest and water industries
of the practical significance of the much higher evaporation
lossesfrom forests than from shorter vegetation. In wet, upland
climates the rate of evaporation of water intercepted on tree
folidge is much higher than that from grasses due to the greater
aerodynamic roughness of the tallerforest canopy generating
air turbulence to transport the water vapour away from the
vegetation surface. Water resources— stream-water supplies
and groundwater recharge — are diminished as a direct
consequence. nis general principle is applicable for forested
areas around the world. Given the extensiveresearch facilities
available in these catchments, they have naturally become
the focus for additional investigations, such as tvater chemistry
and sediment studies, in addition to their use as an open air
laboratory for teaching and research purposes.
Land use science
COALBURN: 30 YEARS
YOUNG
lhe smaller study at Coalburn'in
Nonhumberland was originally •
intended to dual just with the early
hydrological impacts of
afforestation. The research
programme has subsequently
expanded and developed into a
continuing study of forestry growth
effects, providing :I unique British
study from planting through to
canopy closure. h is now intended
to continue to the Idling of the
crop around 2010. The °Kilburn
study has shown very clearly the
different hydrological impacts of
forestry drainage and forest
growth. and demonstrated for the
first time the potentially very long
term influence of the ground
cultivation.
The first full year of study was
1967, when the 1.5 km' study area'
comprised slum. riniodand
vegetation. After a five-year pre-
forestry 'baseline' period. the
catchment was plough drained in
1972; in the following year 90% of
the catchment was planted with
coniferous species. principally
Sitka spruce  Picea sucbensis
In the early years of forest gum.th -
the pre-planting forestry drainage
doininated the hydriiIiigy and the
This unique study of
forest development  —
from planting to canopy
closure —  finds the
hydrological behaviour
of plantations to be
different from that
derived from studies of
mature trees alone
LAND USE
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.6  Pre-19112
Figure 8. itechne in Annual I',:tsulltm. kince
Whiny Amion the pre-tows/try vel it shove Ai cunent
titt-stil change the Red At/iII rtanain Al/ovy the  mg forestry
level Um /he remainder (// tht (looping ycle
196; 1979 1971 1976 1976 19192
Figure 7. Annual dInerenee hem cen
Ioysts / pre: Iptation minus nrcandk.v. / And etmeam
Ifattmhat L3313 1-.:.Hou o3lue>, 'a 3gulaa 1/1/ kIntym
eflOyieig :Runge
obsen-ed Chang...”. were quite
ditTereril to du /se normad/.
Associated o3ith forestr  l'eak
flows Were enhanceLl and
haseflows vvere Jugmented
Evaporation was inithdly reduced
a result ol the extensive ground
dtsruption  h  the drainage. and
although H sInwly inct3%i.ed with
tree grow[h. the ‘3diR-3 %%ere
depressed it-a an tini-v.peoedh
long period — riser
the expected oimmovial hie-span
of the forest. The form,/ growth
(Yield Class 1» is lairly typical  or
uphuid areas
(trLrrenr tIseasetreel
intercepti( Icy,-.3s  ((or 10.12 m
trees) are alsout 2.3" _ which
ltaWer than value,  If about
obtained elsewhere tn the I it for
similar chmatic condition., hut
note rlaatelfe Heat, (hum tho,c
Coalburn. The7-iy result-, suggest
tisit Hignilicant alets of plantation
lorcsts may !unction hydrologie.dly
dificrent Way S ICJ what
generally assumed from studies ett
mature l'orests.
Details  or  the hydrological studies
(wet. $0  years at Coolhurn (which
inehide many aspects of wmer
quality and s( il mokture as well as
water balance and extreme J-10.3S
are given in IFI Report No. 133.
07/fivel: ifork Robi)lson
QUANTIFICATION AND
CAUSES OF UPLAND
EROSION
MAI+ has recently cctmmissioncd
research  h  (..11.31 (111, WE. and FIT).
uranliekl Ilniversily Soil Survey
and Ltrid Rese.rch Centre. and
Sils te CHlege to rluantily the
extent ..md ealaNes ,f soil erosion in
the uplands of England and Vale>.
Ihe ntle t tf thi, hwitute within this
project is to enhance the existing
lt,ng-term suspended sediment
monitoring network within the
Experimental Catchments at
Plvnlimon includes additional
continuum% turltidity monitoring on
the Yton •yft, an unforested
tntttorlatsrL antssiand headwater
catchment ot th(..; Riser NY-ye
(Figure W. The high resolution ( tzY
minute) turhidity and flow data arc,
then used to oillate a continuous
recoid t tf suspended sediment  nu  s
r191111 WC' catchment. and chereh
eitate an integrated measure
mirkke etttshsts v.ithin its $ 13 km'
area
Figute sh(Avs HIC  lV9  7  rall;71,
cur‘r: ()I suy.pc-nded sediment
concentranon aguinst discharge For
the. now gauging She:, with
;17:575 55.5-
differenc,
scdiminni
t f01 5C55ted cal.55:11fit:nt
SCVern basin can it,e
ihe positive con-el:ha
particulate outputs man /lie
proportion of the catchment area
titlected by reCCIII n usher
harvesting operations. suspended
sediment outputs from all
ahorested catchments arc- higher
than from the unhaested
Ii (Sort and, grassland Ah
catchment
The existing manual sneanitvater
sampling programme has also
been enhanced ti) include flood
sampling at all flow gauging sites,
and subsequent analysis for
suspended sediment concentration
by vacuum filtration. To integrate
the physical and chemical
suspended sediment budgets,
filtered sediment residue is
stibsequently analysed for carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorus and LOI by
the Institute of Freshwater
0> 450
9
76 555
;5
-55
0
P 205
a))
(7)
a '1
•plimed
Afon C54,
Discharge (rrrss' )
sant Taniwrti
 4445 Here,
Figure 10. 1997 rating curves
suspended sedimeni crincentration
against cikcharge
Key
Beo:cad trap
Chintinecas lea.: gauge
Chranhous flow gaaah
- turttfty 71.0374.07
- Catchment boundaiy
Watercours.
Figure 9. Long-term m.-dimunt monitor
experimental caiehmenti
[col/ gy. Bedload transport is also
measured in the Afon Cyff and
Nam TanlIwyth cakulate die
total sediment yields from these
catchments.
This study will benefit from the
hisuaical record of sediment
dynamics research within the ILI
Plynlimim Experimental
Catchments since 1972. An
accurate record of agricultural
practice is available. as good links
have been maintained with the
single landowner of the Upper
Wye I/eadwater area since records
began.
As well as prriviiing a mea e of
surface erosit in. catchment
sediment dynamics can enable the
significance of soil erosion to
upland receiving waters to be
assessed, linking catchment
siirice impacts with die other
investigations being undertaken lb/-
this project will provide an
integnued approach to the
assessment of upland soil erosion,
Contact: Stephen  Marks
iNsTrill I-4YDROI
SEVERN
LAND USE
Monitoring sediment
dynamics helps to assess
the impact of soil
erosion on upland
receiving waters
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THE URBAN ENVIRONMENT
SCHEME  — an IH
model to assist with
more effective flood
control strategies
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The hydrology of urban areas is of increasing concern. There
is a need for more efficient and sustainable water managenwnt
methods to protect local water resources, to optilnise the use(il.
surface and groundwatet; to control local storm and pollutant
mnolf and to help create attractive urban environments. In
addition to commissioned studies on urban flood runoff one
of which is described below, the InstituteS urban hydrology
programme includes core studies on modelling urban water
balances and a nen:project on sediment balances and channel
habitat opportunities as part of the NERC Thematic
Programme. URGENT'
The urban
environment
URBAN RUNOFF IN
MIXED URBAN/RURAL
CATCHMENTS
It is wklely recognised dial
110MIIINIti011 can incicase the
‘olume and speed of fhxal
response, so drainage engineers
often use storage reservoirs. tanks
and ponds to 'balance . (he impact.
Fk)wever. the necessity and
effectiveness of this stonige is
rarely assessed on a whole-
catchment basis, particularly in
larger catchments wall several
storages and mixed land-use.
Meth(xLs for assessing T-year
lloocts in such catchments are
1xErly defined, and detailed
nninitoring fig nualel development
and ‘crification are virtually
11011eXistelll. ThIS study aimed Ed
to establish a record orflood
response din a.ighout a oanplex
udunkural cawholent. (b) to show
the advantages of a sub catchment
bas“I approach to llor
nuglelling. and (0 3SNeNs hOW
[he Nysle111 of ni xs.lNI( wages had
affected catchment-w resp(mse.
\II:caking with the Environment
Agency Thanies Region. runoff has
hten monitored at up to 15 sites
within the 52 km' catchment of the
Cut at Binfield for a period of four
years. Figure I I slu'Ws land use in
the ca(chment, with the urban area
— as defined hy the Fh/od Studio
Hepial I  FSR) — amounting to 29%
of the total. This includes the ruwv
town of Bracknell. wall Is major
storage pKinds and lakes.
Runoff numittaing made extensive
use of 'sewer surveyloggers,
based on pressure transducers to
measure depth and Doppler
sensors kg vekcay. The data
Understanding and modelling hydrological processes are
essential for estimating the spatial and temporal distribution
of freshwater resources. A wide range of innovative
commissioned studies has been carried out throughout the
world, including resource assessment at the  continental,
country and basin scale, hydropower design, habitat
assessment and estimating river flow distributions at the
European scale. In response to resource and environmental
pressures on permeable systems, new initiatives have focused
on understanding both water quality and quantity pathways
between ground and surface water systems.
Freshwater
resources
ESTIMATING WATER
AVAILABILITY FOR SMALL-
SCALE HYDROPOWER
PRODUCTION
A key aspect of the design of a
small-scale hydrop<nver scheme is
to determine the hydu,logical
conditions at the proposed site.
Many potential siteS are in [cunt:
areas. where now measurements
— upon which an assessment
could he made — are limited or
unavailable. The Institute of
Hydrolt)gy has recently develi ped
a PC-based package, which allows
not only the hydrokTkal
characteristics but also the
hydrop,wer potential to be
determined at any site. The
package. / lydrA, is the result of a
tluee-year research project funded
hy the European Small
Ilydropower Asst)ciati( in (ESHA)
through the Altener programme of
the Eun)pean Union mcoilft
lhe software builds on exkting
techniques for assessing
hydn)logical regimes that have
been developed by the Institute of
Hydrology over many years. The
techniques focus on the estimation
of flow from catchment character-
istics at ungauged locations and
have prevniusly been applied to
the III Micro 10W ROWS
software. a tool used extensively
within the HI( water industry fi g
catchment management and water
resource planning purposes.
Through the development of
HydrA, the techniques have been
applied to other pans of Europe.
The software has already been
oimpleted in Spain, Italy and the
FRESHWATER RESOURCES
New PC-based software
to assess hydropower
potential at any site
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UK and is presend being
developed speolik-ally for Aus
•Belgium, Portugal and the
Republic of Ireland.
HydrA is presented as a menu-
driven software package and
incorporates regional Pow
estinlation models and databases
of climate and hydrogeological
response characteristics, plus
algodthms for calculating the
generating capacities of turbines
ind annual power output for the
site. The regional models are
developed for each country based
on availahle hydrometric.
meteorological and physiographic
data supplied by partner
organisations in the representative
countries. Statistical analysis of the
data is used to identify models for
estimating mean flows low flow
statistics and pooled thav-duranon
curves in each counny.
Itie value of the Method has been
recognised lbr application in other
i)arts of the world. The
Department For Internathinal
Development DFICM is presently
funding the Institute in a three-year
research projeCL Lo develop tile
software for twQ I ll [nalayan
regions in India and Nepal. The
work is being carried snit
collaboration with the Alternate
Hydro Energy Centre in Roorkee.
India, the International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Developnlent
LICINTOM and the Department of
Hydrology and Meteorology in
Nepal. The development of
regional low flow models in
I limalayan region poses a
significant challenge because of
the eyreille rehel and the seasonal
effects of the monsoon.
(,bn G'Irrn
MAINTAINING
HYDROPOWER
PRODUCTION  AT
TARBELA RESERVOIR,
PAKISTAN
he
Tarhela 1)arri in Pakistan harnesses
the waters of the Indus to provide
about hail of the counny's
irrigation needs, and one third of
its electricity. However. die Hie-
span of the nesenTar is threatened
by sedimentation and, since
impoundment in 197 4. the
reservoir has lost over 290-, or
gross capacity- FlIll hLt. with eacl
year's llood inflow, the sediment
deltit contitwies to apprisich the
intakes (0 the power tunnels.
threatening to cut off lids huge
source orenergy It.) the COU Jury.
11-1 has been working with TÆMS
Consultants Inc., New Msrly, and
wills I IR Wallingford io identih;
options tor emending the life of
this vital facility well into the next
century.
Ei provided longterm inflow
series to a resen oir sectimentation
simulation model operated by HP
Wangford. We then 1-311 a system
simulation model to predict the
future irrigation and energy
benefits which would be derived
Flom tlki resent I l r under either a
ongJnocIu
urso
compe:barar .t..)r [he
thlou:h !aitore 14rbela I he
on% Honmontal cosH oj this
duouph thL homing ol P0511 h
and resulting, contiablAioft,
Huila] \\ arMing. ,trong itenc.d the
planned adoption of  ay.:  propowd
erigineenng sr:ILI-Buns which were
ca-ot-ot f(active and
ironmentally sound.
SIMPLE, ROBUST
INTEGRATED
HYDROCHEMICAL
CATCHMENT MODELS
FOR USE IN WATER
PLANNING
The large amount (ll inlorma
Thf AN; (4) die factors
conlrolling streamflov. volume.
tinn11:4 and hydrochemield
CE121.1.. lerisnus of rivers in the UN
and I ltingary has led to a
collaborative Foie° involving-
vitoki, Hungary and the t_niversiO.
of I areeht. \oherlands, to develop
simple hut rDIAO4Inndek
cmehmcni hohaviour th» can he
u:r.ed to predict hydrological and
water quality change:, in .1 time of
predicted elimalc change The
protest. lunded he tho EC af, pan
of die Vnymaament and Climate
Progrtmme. uses the hydrological
modelling expertise of 1H and the
tC flniff! n
f.;faf c, in Wo I:
fceding
oachmora r‘]th
hotory pain; FT:LEI:U.:1n>
linked
rertiloer anti pin a- tun,.
1—nont
Shrov:-.bury in tik tSalsti antler
scrutiny as an example of a
relatively pristine environment_
B. bid] sboiiI1 test dte tan,au of
applicahtlity of the models
devdoped in die light ol the ytititi
l'idrornetrie and chcfmteal
calibration data available. The
advont et Gis sySICIns, eTecially
PC Raster which has been
developed specifically a,: a
hydrological modelling iool, haN
enabled Itirther deAelopment of an
exi.:Ling water quality deltvery and
nmating model SENS:VIGO wrinen
by the Hungarian panne
operate v.ithin a CIS 11.0)K-work,
The GIS covers spatially-di,,trihuted
data on hydrological variables.
land u,:e. inpuo,
200
-c--
)1.° 160
120!
0
1975 1977 1979 1981 1983
measured -- calculated
FRESHWATER RESOURCES
New model indicates
climate change impacts
may affect the
hydrological regime of
the River Severn
catchment
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997
Year (January)
Figure 15. Observed monthly ,llreaninoW COMpared with SEVERNBIORX:
model values For ibe River Seven ni Monttord Bridge. Shrewsbuff
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nutrient status and soil type.
drainage direction and channel
networks . and rescsvoir
distribution (supply, amenity and
fltd control).
Eadv indications are that climate
change may alter the hydrology of
the River Severn. with increased
rainlaill offsetting the higher
e\iiiiporatit,n rates expectet1 from a
higher temperature regime. Exira
resources may of course he utilised
by increased domestic and
industrial demand. by increaked
irrigation retinae Ments in the
lowland pttriion of ihe catchinent
during expected drier summers
and with changes in the pattern of
clops. and I \Nt situ LItory increases in
ctanpensatit,n flows trOM the ITILIin
reseivoirs, CI \.weick)g and \ 'yrnwy.
for ccl dogical . reasons. In Iltingar\
there is expected a) he an increase
in the incidence of drought, which
will proside lower compensation
flows loan the existing reservoir
system and the demand to build
new reservoirs te compensate. A
receitioir management mitclule
being included in the hydrological
model of the %ilia in take this into
ark:cm-IL
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT OF
HYDROPOWER
GENERATION
18 t:flSJiT;c1i OF HYDROLO
Contact fin! Hintson
Electricity is such a fundamental
requirement that it iS difficult to
imagine life without it. For
developing countries it is a
prerequisite for economic grt
liydro-tiectrie power is ohen
tht >LI g to he en cimon Iiie ni al Iv
benign I lowevel, the construction
and opetation of many hydro-
ptiwer dams have had signiRcant
negance impacts On the
REPORT 1997-98
environment tt rid rural eh( momies.
Reduced downstream flooding has
destroyed fisheries and starved the
fkixxlplain soils cif mots En re 311
nutrients. Often the areas t. DI-St
affected have no electrification and
thus local communities lose vital
naniral resources yet do not
henefit from power generation. as
witnessed in the Senegal valley.
Figure 16. Water being rctc-,iscd I rota RI ise irus On in. Sedan
The Instimte has pro\ ided advice
to IISCN (the World Conservation
Union) on environinental impacts
of large hydro-schemes in Africa
and the potential for making
tatificial flood releases from dams
to restore and conserve
downstream wetland ecosystems.
This integrated approach allows a
corn prc i nil se V) be reached
Relween electricity generation and
maintenance of a dynamic fltioding
pattern for the short term
econ urn IC importance of fishcries
and agriculture and the longer
term importance ol soil fertility
and btodiversip. In\ olvement
local communities representatives
in deciding \\hen HOOCI \NH ters
should be htleasell, d s on the
PI iongolo River in _South Africa.
has resulted in great benefits to
floodplain ukcis Ill has also been
involved in the design of new
dams on the i Ltn a Rivet ill Kenya.
These CI a Ms are being specifically
designed to make flood releases.
Contact: Mine .1cronen
Assessing the
environmental down-
side of hydro-electricity
schemes
Pollution from diffitse or non-point sources is a major
unknown in catchment systems, both in terms of
quantification of pollutant loads and in identification of
pathways. A thorough understanding of pollutant sources,
tamsport and fate is essential to the management of water
resources and underpins the development of catchment scale
water quality models which provide the toolsfor management.
Process-based models also enable assessment of future
scenarios describing changes in pollutant input, land
management or other external drivers. ?be use of models in
agreeing international scale reductions in acidic emissions .
is a prime example.
Pollution
PHOSPHORUS
DYNAMICS IN THE RIVER
KENNET
Eutrophication (nutrient
enrichment resulting in excessive
plant goiwthf k a guiwing
problem in UK lowland rivers
during the summer. often as a
result of changes in the balance
between sewage inputs and river
flow. Phosphoms is frequently the
limiting nutrient for summer
phyuiplankton growth in
freshwater. :md sewage effluent is
inajiir source of phosphate in
many lowland rivers. In the s4mth
of England. li w river ni),
conditions in recent summers
have reduced the dilutii )n of
effluent discharges and increased
phosphate concentrations This
I, aS. in pan. punopted a n nicened
effort to reduce phosphoms
discharge (nun sewage winiks. 'Me
Urban Wastewater Treatment
Directive (Council of Euspean
Communities. 199D dictates that
pliosphonk discharges'In
sewage treatment works. serving
populations of more than 10 000
and discharging into 'Sensitive'
(eutrophic) waters. roust Ix-
reduced unless it can he shown
that the reduction will have no
effect (in eutrophicati.on
The River Kenneta tributary of
the River 'Manes, is a chalk
stream subject ti, phosphorus-nch
discharges In IES tipper reaches
helOw the town of Marlborough At
POLLUTION
Detailed monitoring
confirms the river
water quality
improvement through
phosphorus removal
from sewage effluent
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20 Fl TOTE Or la
-- 1- •  Glebe House (l km)
Stichcombe (3.5  km)
0  Knighton (11  km)
Figure 17 Fig() til lu rnl phosphorus ii hump ennc'entrtitinns in the  Riy,o kerMOI
Or gte, LIc Aii'n IV',Lii ]unl  Hie moiihoiough [re:I:ohm, w:)tk, idi \vookh "amply.,
c o ltecloi 1,e1Weell lunh loo- and 22 pol
CIELNOTH' l'aLF :f:3
the end of August 1997, 'I'hames
Water plc installed equipment to
remove photIhnus
diluent do:oh:IT:zed from the
larlborough sesl ago  (Lc  itment
plant. Belore this tin June 19971
III began n st oter
programme, in collaboration with
the Lnis'er siivnI He:Kling. to
[F.-Hittite esainination ol the
tictfore ond alter- eil-och,
pht)sphoruz,
IO/al 1-/LIOSialV illit,  OHO tO  latiff
in the 1' Kennet hasL. been
used to gxainirie the response to
changes in point >.purce
phosphorus t cd
phosphouis includes both the
dissohed and est hangeablo
phosphorus ittachod to the surgice
ol suspended sedingtits. 13oion in
ris c2r'5 ater exists primarily in a
chemically unry.ihnve lorm
(1)crtge). derived In on
efflueno;, \vhich are ennehed with
horon as  I  restIll of solulAz boron-
containing mineral:, used in
detergents alk1 po Nvdel.
\‘: hhin the Fenno sen•
Hackground onceigrations
boron in gioiold\ alor make this A
chemically conservath c tracer for
-Ar vage
During the 1.1illinoror 199T, the
general decrease in the TP P ratio
doss nsiteain how the sewage
works (figure 1-) indicates  :,s
phosphoi US II:,  a  I  e‘allt Of Uplakt!
aquati Hine or sediment:-.. In
September Were tollowed a
dramatic reduction In the P
ratio at showing the
effectiveness   il the phosphorus
removal From sets agc diluentut
Marlbf trough ws 'al.'s.' treatment
haring this tom:, total phosph, LP,
concentratii no ttodined horn
approximately  'SO  nag I LI, to
around 2;nmg I 'P at Glelw
;Ipproximately 1 km
TuwnHieaill cf he 1-1,1"TFAea'tirks
In DeeernIxT the 'FP P ratio
worea>ed 19t1 itt .old al/ +he:,
exhibited a similai 11' • It rathL Thi",
corrg5ponds with :I marked
increase ill fl yer l low and suggests
a diffuse mitlive cdl phosphortb
Whic  Heli'll n't
IMPACT OF PESTICIDES
ON RIVER ECOLOGY IN
HEADWATER STREAMS
Previous wuirk ith Al /AS has
shciwn that w Mel- draining
agricultural land can contain
pesticide-, in ,ulliciently high
..l.inLentriti ots to kill off y.nne
aquatic organg,ms, The institute e
collohorating the Centre  lot
Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaeulnirc h( lent e (CITAS) in
project funded bv TAIT, the
Environment Ageig‘ and the
Department of  iltP Fiat ilA5nment.
Transport .oF the Regions to -;
svhethr there is a ciusal link
bet veen the nuliting Use or
Tgricultui al pestik ides anti damage
the cod, lgy headwater
srreang: 1 o.idg »hp ,11-c
Fmrtleular inteh.ot. acge the
flora ond fauna I hey ,.upport ark_
hkely 1.0 hv exposed  Hu the highh.:st
pesticide concentrations in runoff
and they represent a large
percentage of the habitat available
to aquatic organisms.
Streams draining rwo cereal farms.
2 fruit farm and a sheep dipping
area. on essentially surface runoff
doMinated soil types, have beeri
chosen to represent a range of
agricultural activities. The aim is to
collect samples that represent the
chemical composition of the water
in the headwater streams during
high flows and to carry out in situ
and laboratory bioassays to
determine if the event has caused
damage io the indigenous or test
animals.
Because the streams being studied
respond quickly to rainfall the
sampling of the river water is
carried out using automatic
samplers (see Figure 18). These
are triggered by a rise in river level
and centime to collect samples on
a pre-determined frequency until
the river level falls back to normal.
The precise time of each sample is
recorded on a data-logger together
with the rainfall, river level and
dissolved oxygen concentration of
the stream water. Each of the
loggers Can be interrogated
remotely using mobile telephone
links to check the current status of
the river flow and the sampling
prOgranune without the necessity
of a field visit. During the first 18
months Of the study :18 pesticides
have been analysed in some 29
events. Figure 18 shoWs
concentrations for a selection of
these pesticides, together with the
stream height, in one of the
streams for a sequence of events
during May.
So far, no toxicity attributable to
pesticides has been detected in
any Of the event water samples or
in the stream bioassays. Samples tif
indigenous stream fall na are
500
400
300
200
100
0
MODELLING SURFACE
WATER ACIDIFICATION
AT THE UK SCALE
Ut
Stage height Irnmi Atra4ne Sinwite Meceprele Ow20. MCRA
• •
cr,
currently being analysed.
Monitoring and testing will
continue until June 1999 with
increasing emphasis on agricultural
insecticides.
Contact: Richard
In support of internatiOnal
negotiations to control canissions
of anthropogenic sulphur (S) and
nitrogen (N) to the atmosphere,
dynamic models have been
applied to a range of headwater
catchments. These model
applications provide estimates qf
the time lag between achievement
of agreed emission reductions and
recovery of surface water
chemistry. To date, however, such
modelling assessments have been
limited to case studies in sensitive
areas by data availability and the
lack of a consistent methodology
for more wide-scale application.
As part of the Eli-funded
DYNAMO project, techniques have
nosy been developed to calibrate
ui
cn
ut
cn
r•-
te)  1.0
POLLUTION
100
g
0 1 -72:0
0.01
Figure  18. Concentrations of pesticides in the stream draining the Dollymans Farm site
following rainfall ev(mts on the 6.9.97 - 1.6.5.97
Modelling the impact
of agreed emission
reductions on the
recovery of acidified
streams
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Figure  20. Decreases in  A
{HI E. and pridiiiicti recneep
22 L inttaikgit Dtp,,,Pir Ito tE,
Figure 19. \MLR: ;Did) lled Acid NecieiliiiDa
pacii5 (ANC), 1997
I
ANC) Prim Isgio to
iti 2iD0 ogglio
pEq the mAGIL mcdel for mtwiv 7tio
sites at ross the IIK. using spanally
<25 Consistent dandepos descrilting
25 to 0 wmer eheinNtry. soil physic)! .and
0 to 25 ehentictl properties, rainfall. runA
25 to 50 and deposiLit In chemistry. Present
Wto 100 day Acid Neutralising Capacity
>100 (ANC) at thesc sites is shown
Figure It). Marked region»)
ytMatit ins are evident. -with the
most acidic: conditions in area:, Cr
the Pennines, North York Moors,
Lake District and Galloway.
Fig each siie, the mode! has Even
used to recommuct watel
chemistry in l8S0 (hefore the
onset of indusirialkation ) and to
predict dlanges in rest-en-pt.-
to ago:ride agNitid reduction,: III
entbsn undo] the SeemElci S
Protocol, I Feases in ANC IP1111
1850 I() the prettient clay. and
projected tCetiVe'ie to 211;11.al
.110wn in Figgie do. ANC decline
has heen gl-ualcSt in areas ot
A pEq England and Ntuthern Scialand.
>100 Mat Imt p heelsubject is) high
75 to 100 let ek of acid deposition ind
50 to 75 in unpolluted :treas. soul »
25 to 50 tvcst Net tiland I he mtNt ileichried
10 tO 25 •ires hiotiriccdly an: ha-C.1H also to
<10 show the target-it ILIMP: rettgig ,
hut in general thk ANC inDease is
predicted ki Demiegaet
small ipi til ii iii (around
the historic decline Mum site>.
may Merckire
(ANC < to in die future under
current enussii scenarily.
\Ntirk is ci inilnulitig in c
.levelt ip the
model to ineorpma  N  dii re Hies
to assess die mtential iespumse
changes in the input of (mid tit chic
(nanagen and sulphur) En -.uppity;
ot new internaminal agreements
iplac (
The seirre widespread flooding in the UK and merseas reulting
in huge financial costs and loss of life has highlighted the
importance ofthe accurate prediction, estimation andforecasting
ofextreme anus. The Institute will complete the Flood Estimation
Handbook in 1999. Based on an analysis of all flood peak data,
it provides new and innovative design methods for flood
estimation throughout the UK. research is extending risk
analysis to inchide the evaluation of the spatial dependence of
extreme events and the impact of natural hazards on ecological
sjstems in coopeiation with IFEand 177-f.
Environment risks
and extreme events
HYREX: HYDROLOGICAL
RADAR EXPERRIENT
ibis was ime of our parent Natural
Environment Research CounciEs
Special Timics. which ran from
May 199; to April I997. The broad
ffil of IITREX was to gain a better
understanding of rainfall
Variability as sensed by weather
radar, arid how this variability
impacts on river now at the
catchment scale. Six projects were
funded.:involving wimps (him du:
Institute of Ilydrology. the
Rutherford Appleton Laboramry
and the universities of IA indtin
(Impetial College and University
Oillege). Newcastle. Reading
(including the Joint Centre for
Mesoseale Meteinology ir JC.M.M)
and Salk yd. The.projects rangecl
reSeardi 011 impnwed
precipitation measurement. using
polarisation and vertical piiinting
radars. through network design of
radar/raingauge networks and
spatial-temporal moclelling of
rainfall hekls. to rainfall forecasting
based on stochastic and
meteorological concepts
The expehment was centred on
the lime catchment in south-west
England. with 3 fiver ganging
Auk in at Lovington nmisuring
flows draining from an area of
132 km' The common
experimental infrastructure
ised two natkmal network
C-band radars at Wardon I lill
(Doppler) and Cobbacombe Cross.
a purpose-built dense raingauge
network, an automatic weather
station. an autoniatic soil water
station and the river gauging
station. These instruments have
provided a cimtinuous record
throughout IITREX and data
ciillection is still continuing.
Further instmmentation. deployed
on an ixxasional basis, was
scheduled to coincide with a
number of one or two-day Intense
Observing PericxLs. triggered by
meteorologically interesting
conditions, during which
EXTREME EVENTS
HYREX aims to provide
a better understanding
of rainfall variability, as
sensed by weather radar,
and how this variability
impacts on river flow at
the catchment scale.
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radiosonde ascents and aircraft
overflights were made, and ft)i'
which special runs of the tMitied
Model were made. These
instruments included an
experimental ti-band Doppler clan]
polahsation radar at Chilbolton and
an asscwiated line network of
rapid-response raingauges
(operated by Rutherford Applet n
Itaboratory), a transportable
vertically pointing X-band radar
(operated by the University of
Salford). the UK Meteorological
Office (UKMO) Research Flight
and radiosonde network, and a
disdrometer (operated hy the
Institute of Hydrology). The JCMM
pn tvided Output from special runs
of the URJMO Unified Model (UM).
.fhe dense ta ingauge network
(mmprises -E-) ripping bucket
raingauges. with at least one
raingauge in each of the  2 I: m
radar grid squares that lie entirely
within the catchment. In addition.
there are two parallel lines of
greater gauge density extending
SW to NE across the catchment,
Figure  21. Relief map of the Bme catch' sh dense ta iagau gc networt
aligned with the prevailing \N
direction and running trom
lowland to upland. Within each
there is one 2  km grid square
containing 2 super--dense sub-
network of eight raingauges
arranged in a square-within-a-
di a m and configuration: one sub-
network is in tt lowland area and
the other in an upland area.
The Institute was responsible fon
the quality control of the dense
raingauge network as part ot
pu)ject clincerned with thr
accuracy of radarffaingauge
networks. This project: investigated
the variability of rainfall as it varies
with intensity over the spatial
scales of the radar data (2 x  2  kin)
and the catchment (132 kmff For
the  2  km case a t'ellE1 cy was shown
to be related to Me accuracy of the
arc-al EaPirall estimates themselves.
For the higher rainfall situations,
variability of around 20 % and 5()
Et) at the 2 km and catchment
scales respectively was found.
ConsicleratEm of radar recalibration
by laingatiges explored how the
use of a single gauge, typically
available operationally tor a
catchment the size ot the Brut-,
affected the accuracy ot rainfall
estimation. A dynamic raingauge
calibra thin was shown to be only
effective mer a relatively sliort
distance whereas a long-term
climatological coffection proves
more useful at greater distances.
A tapered calibration factor
rneth(n1 was devektped that
behaves as well as rhe dynamic
calibration at close distances and
takes the torm of the climamlogical
n'rection at larger distances.
A second pr()iect ru IH under
HYREX investigated a simple two-
clMiensitmal rainfall model. based
on advecdon and c(umei-vatiim of
mass in a vertical cloud colunrn .
for use in short-term rainfall and
flood forecasting at the catchment
scale during convective storms.
The model is capable of
assimilating weather radar, satellite
infra red and surface weather
observations, to obtain frequently
updated forecasts of rainfall fields.
The results obtained from two
convective events over southern
Britain show that (i) a simple
advection-type forecast may be
improved up.gi by using multiscan
radar data in place of data from
the lowest scan. and (a) advected,
steady state predictions from the
dynamic model. using 'inferred'
updraughts. provides the best
performance overall
Mire details on IIYREN. including
acceSs to the datasrt. are available
at the NERC British Atmospheric
Data Centre web site at hap/
www.badcrfaC.tik/data/hyrex.
Onaact:  Bob It l(we
and  Vicky Bell
DIGITAL DATA AND THE
FLOOD ESTIMATION
HANDBOOK  — AN
EXAMPLE
The  flood Fsilma Ilandboi,k
(FEN) research pargramme
indudes a new statistical meting!
ha estimating river flow peaks.
The index flood is the median
annual fluxxl. QNIEl). estimated for
ongatiged catchments by a
regressani equatiral based on
catchment descriptors.
Although Figure 22 for south-west
England kx)ks like a map of
watercourses, it is not derived
from the stream network. What it
actually.sht(ws is the drainage
paths derived from the 111 digital
Terrain nitxlel I IlIDT:(1) for all
points draining an area of at least
0 5 ktn' At each point on a
drainage path. the boundary of the
Figure  22 Mean annual food. OMER along flow paths
catchment draining to that point is
calculated. QMED is then estimated
from the charactenstics of the .
particular catchment and a map is
btalt up point by p(mint. The plotted
drainage path width is proportional
to the square root of Q.XIED.
Alt !lough the drainage paths
appear to increase with catchment
size, in fact the map of (»IEI)
reflects the influence ormal type,
rainfall and fl(xxl syringe as well
as catclinient size. file map is
derived using a turgid with five
variables. AREA (catchment size).
SPRHOST (standard percentage
runoff estimated fawn the I105T
soil classification). 131:1110ST
(baseflow index). SAAR (average
annual rainfall) and EARL (an index
of flood attenuation due to
reservoirs and lakes). All these
variables are Calculated
automatically from digital data with
no need to derive them manually,
from maps.
Confrul Duncan Faulkner
EXTREME EVENTS
Preview of new method
for estimating river flow
peaks  —  from the
soon-to-be-published
Floods Estimation
Handbook
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Combining a rainfall-
runoff model with a
snowmelt module has
produced an important
additional tool for flood
forecasting
Figure 23. rsing
'' I
NEW ELEVATION-
DEPENDENT SNOWMELT
MODEL FOR FLOOD
FORECASTING
An elevation-dependent sat neil wit
m<xlel has liecn (leetloped
in upland Britain Inr flood
foweasting and warning Here, the
dynamte nature ol same oiver, and
the occurrence (1' hem y rain along
with melt can exert u oinsiderahle
Influence on major flinid;
model comp! ist> the PACK
snowmelt /node! linko.l to a
lumped coneepuild rainfall-runoff
model, the I'DM
Distributed :\ loisturel model The
PACK nciNvnielt nBidtile
coneeptualt-,e the lying snio.v
bemg made up ol dry sfyiw that
has yet to melt and \\ sncw
which lia‘; meltet.l but is still held
in die snow pack Alien the
tenlperature is above [Ile melt
thresruild the dtw snow melts at a
rate proportirmal to the
temperature excess LIVEAu ffic
threshold and contrikite, to the
wet snow store \\. ate/ is rvleised
h-om the wet know ...tore at a late
dependent on il k. pup,riii}n
die pack that is melted snosv, and
is transformed into flow il the
l)asill outlet hy the module
he I NI-tickler ettcl nniini in I
The   a n temperature \yid)
(He' alkwi in CalChillein and its
meh can he dealt with In-
parutioning the ,..atehment into :I
linite number of elevation zonc:.
Model performance ik generally
impn wed through the use of more
atmes. "this re.ult prompted die
deyelopmcm il I new formulation
that can chi-1er a near-
ti itiiiiiil.ii ills distributit in 01' a finite
nuniber ii des anon zrnies dens ed
I-nun I digitul terrain modul The
\\ rolmulation allo\;s the
esulution (,I. Ille snowline over
time to lie cletennined along with
the water equivalent  .ir die pact
and the dicharge Lit the h:Nin
outlet.
111,.. new mi)del. huh, been tested on
MOnaehlta
Burn in Scotland (.11.11 km') and
Trout ISech in Northern England
(7.71<mr). Excellent simulations of
now arc ohiained for hods
catchments seillt le valuesi.d circ
0.0. A .:ensinvity study ot the
:tecurae  now simuladons to Me
number mml Hev:ilion zonc•s
employed "..uggests using a 30 m
elesatimm range l'or Lizone as :a
conscrvalive Juan'. Observationi
()Like pmisutinn ul the snowline in
the „Mon.whyle cclinpare very WCII
with model predictions ( I?' values
ol 1).7 I and °Jib For 0:eo sryisemelt
j)eniuk I. An a,..se+sment was :as()
made of the use of daily snow
'orvuY and liumudysncusvpdl"w
rnea,myments tor updating the
nit Pwck inodel. The resulus
suggest that ffie pillow data, if
usecl with care, can 0.ficicle LIN
good it not better now predictiuns.
lowever. there is a tendency I.<ur
cnc.A\ tri melt pref(tentialh from
the pulh “nnpared ni the
..‘urn am( ling ve.»ctat
nit c "icky Bell ioul
Bob lit fluI'm
Predicting future change in climate and its impacts on the
environment is one of the most important and demanding
tasksfacing science. %he Arctic environmcau is both vulnerable
to global climate change and critical in defining thefeedhacks
which may amplify or dampen the changes resulting from
anthropogenic gas emissions. 'Me most serious impacts of
global climate change will not be from different average
conditions but from changes in the frequency and size of
extreme events — current predictions warn of increcises in
the return periods of damaging floods.
Global change
ARCTIC HYDROLOGY
Tile Arctic has been identified as
the region that might experience
the greatest increase in surface
temperature through global
warming: this would have
important repercussions for
hydrology. Although the Arctic is
covered in snow for mrist of the
year, it has low annual precipita-
tion. sinular to the Fast Anglian
region of the LIK. Streamflow
miistly occurs (ver prechiminantly
frozen ground during the
snowmelt peritid. Whether the
Arctic becomes warmer and weal%
or.warmer and drier. will not only
affect the hydnilogical balance. but
— through the unfreezing of the
soil — if may also release extra
carbon dioxide and methane into
the atmosphere. This would
increase concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere and accelerate global
warming.
The Land Arctic Physical Processes
OAPP) puiject is a inulti-national
experiment, led by the Institute
and partially funded by the
European Commission. nrough a
programme or measuremenb and
modelling exercises, LAPP is
investigating the physical
processes that control the
interaction of water, carbon
dioxide and methane bdwein the
Arctic land surface and the
atmosphere
The Arctic region has a
pronounced latitudinal gradient of
temperature, precipitation.
vegetation cover and permanently
frozen ground To address this
variability, similar measurement
programmes are being carried out
at Ny-Alesund, Svalbard (79'N).
lackenberg; Greenland (74'N) and
Kevo and Kaamanen, Finland
(.691Ç). Sensible heat, evaporation
and carbon dioxide fluxes are
being measured at each of these
GLOBAL PROCESSES
Investigating the
physical processes
controlling the
interaction of water,
carbon dioxide and
methane between the
land and the
atmosphere
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Figure 24. l'h e etLlnhIlilnve .nergy Ilaxo4 ihe Keyii mire sile
Ihe Lail) • mullelar iil 19e-
>.ao, rddy
mel hot I, i It ihe iiripurtani
stil iWIllt'lt ihrough I he aftne
sLitlitltt't .110 itilu thelreeze-tip
the attlutitti. Eddy correlation and
static chandler measurements NI
methane liaNe also been taken .0
(htmrtlaliv e energy Duxes i Itt
radiation. evaporation and sen.,ilile
heit hon the In rickl she ut Nev.()
arc li1W while stIOW is stilt present
I Figure 2. Tile residuji term is
Ilie enogy being used to melt the
Howpack. Thi", radiational energt
sum:demented by some enersts
being taken ou) of the surf:we
atmospheric layer. Once the snow
has disappeared. die residual
ellerg1 k ci Mte•eaim
enc'rge gr les um) unfreezing the
iesidual term stops
increasing at die end of June, and
dulOg juI all die incoming radiant
energy is ust d !or eN.iporation and
sensihlt flux
The sit,: at Kevo (Fiutn-e 251 is Jr'
elevated mire tvhich consist, Oi
raised hummocks and sunken
pools created by the ;1cl-ionOf
permafr()st. faimmocks ate
predominantly o ecred with dwarl
birch and herry plants while the-
p<Iols ao \\ill spHgnum
Mtasand sedge graesei, . Imponant
suantrols Me evaporalion and
carbon 1i:dame or thcsedifk-rent
surfaces are their surface
temperature :mil the level or
,‘ :net in the mire Figure do shmk.
[he arianot I in ,:utlacc
tempewn[le nI i humnanek and
pool and air kinperature at
3 in Large thilevences in the
surlace temperamres occur during
perbds of loNN  vindspeed
sulfate leillperilitire and mire
sealer le el will He important
variablcH in piedicting the efFects
of climate change. The major
are to identily and mcdel die
relancnshws between these and
other surface ;triable's in loth
Figure. 25. ltisi mg( ta been sir flying infrared . temp Tatum
ihe totegrego italic in. sensible heal and cads §il
insumitemeni r rtems hehind
cii
hummocks and pools and the
evaporation and carbon balance of
the mire as a whOle.
A second site was set up on a
hillslope at Kevo during 1998.
Measurements are being made
there (if runoff Man a small
catchment and ex aporation from
the slope: the latter uses the new
flux measurement system, based
on a three-dimensional
anemometer, that was featured in
last year's report (page 35). These
obseniations will be used to
investigate the hydrological
response of a hilislope with frozen
soil. Ultimately this description will
be included in large-scale
simulations of the water balance
and river response in high latitude
regions.
Measurements from Kevo are also
being used to test and improve the
current Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere
Transfer (SVAT) scheme used by
the UK Meteorological Office in
their Global Climate Model. This
Meteorological Office Surface
Exchange Scheme (MOSES)
provides a mathematical
description of the interface
between the land surface and the
atmospheric circulation.
This work has demonstrated that
the Arctic is a delicately balanced
ecosystem with an inter-annual
variability, whereby some areas
can switch between being a source
or a sink of earbbh dioxide, and
that the particular hydrology of the
area is a major factor in this
process. At the Ny-Alesund site in
Svalbard, the timing of the
disappearance of the snowpack
and the length of the arctic
summer, together with changes in
the amount and frequency of
rainstorms during the summer,
have a profound effect upon the
growth rates (and hence carbon
upwke) of the vegetation and the
30
25 —
Air Temperature at 3m
-5
162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170
11 June Day of Year
Figure 26. The air temperature and surllace temperatures of adjacent hummock and
pool at the Kevo mire site during an eight-clay period in early June 199T
soil respiration. Although annual
carbon switching has not been
seen at the other sites, changes
from sources to sinks do occur
during the summer period in
response to hydrological
processes: annual carbon budgets
are therefore highly variable.
Contact' Colin Lio Yd
IMPACT OF CLIMATE
CHANGE ON RIVER
FLOODING IN THE UK
There have been many studies of
the potential impacts on water
resources and flow regimes of
future climate change due to
global warming. Most of these
studies have concentrated on the
changes in average flows:
relatively few have looked at the
impacts on the extreme ends of
the flow regime. A semi-distributed
rainfall-runoff model has been
used here to simulate flow
duration and flood frequency
curves for the Severn catchment
for the 2050s.
Pool
GLOBAL PROCESSES
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800
li is Ile srsern
iiiiluull ).cenarr,
W410 ERSDE.)
(M5)
(Worc est
model is I-rased 4in a 10-1<in
grid and has three components: a
soil \Amer Iralanee model. a
drainage model and a hasin-
routing model. The potential
impacts ci (shim-Lie change ens
simulated Hy altering il w driving
climate variables and re-running
the in(Klel Our a 344-year perrsd.
representative of the middle of Mc
next. century. The climate change
,4“ren-.4rips were constructed usIng
it outpu4 (nun the in44s1 recent
Hadley I'.4-snirt, general circulation
model Cx ptTinleffis f ladCM2.4
Thu 4,cenarips c4i change iii average
monthly :ainfall for die 20.)=405 have
been il)plied in several 'gays. First.
d(eIlla iiliilv rainiall was pe•tu•bed
by chan4,..4.ing die rainfall tin 4.-2ach
wet day I)y ihc same peluentage.
The second approach was to alter
the numher ii rain days in each
month. inreasing their numlier
during the \\inter and des•reasing
during WC 5I.iIiiiliLil .111t:
method is la change (wily those
rain clays with rainfall ahove a
cenall) thie•ly)Id. therch
enhancing the storm profiles.
The curves I Figure show that
hoili die magnitude and irervency
ni flocs ling rvents in We Severn
increase in the 2050s. 'Pie red line
represents We current situation: die
green line shows the re:1y insc to a
change in the mean :windily
rainfall, The alternative rainfall
scenark is cause the cupts in shif)
upwanis. hut altering Wu number
of days has less impui than elther
applying proponiciml shanges or
Emhart< ing storms. ilk. impact
if'these scularips is that the culyeni
50-vear flo4y1. measuring alyiut
1450 nY:', inerea:e to nearly
'4;00 misl by the middle uir thwnext
centun. and the (1)Su iii 5 flow will
no longer he exceo.k.d, un aversge.
once pven: 50 years, 1-nli ev4.44y.
Conla Mar ?ttl
'Mere is no diminution in the pace of IT developments: these
can assist our scientific aims and our ability to make the
outcomes available to interested bodies or the  lay  public. "lbe
first electronic Hydrological Yearbook 11K (for 1996) available
on the World Wick Web is at httpl/www.nwtac.ukt-ntfadata
/yearbook/web/yb96/yearbook96htm— this has made possible
latger set (J. pmcessed data than could be achieved by hanl
copy productimi ibe  most freotently searched of the Inslitule's
many web pages (for which the "hit- late is 25 000 per month
in total) is Watenvatch. a shonened version of our subscription
bulletin, the Monthly Hydrological Stem maryfhr Great Britain,
which can be found at http://www.nwl.ac.uk/ih/www/
research/hdroteghtwatch.html.
Integrating generic
science
INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
ACTIVITIES
lbe articles below show that our
ruse:itch ono efficient arelirale
and prm'erail spatial dataset
viewing has led us into piiineering
work with oceanographic
colleagues within NERC t i Create
ngninon fields of mvirch across
inland intertidal and coastal areas.
We have liven assisted by
European consortia meiotic,' to
create for the European
Environment Agency its first vector
datasut of the continents rI ers.
And we Ihive hod the groundwork
for a new era in luwlallrl Catch-
Ment experintentitum by the
onvinuous high resolution
calibrated numik wing of the quality
of a cluster orchalk streams in
I krkshuire hue sut iv:Ns of the LOIS
thematic programme or ,:cierice
slIrm'erl the wistloin of the NERC
Data l'olwy document in calling for
each programme of that t)pe
have a Data Plan. Such ihkins
enstne  Elul  all invoked WII/1
rem-arch liave equal
;IC( Cs,: 1c 11CWdata (after a limited
nine for the first author to publish
their til;dingsi and that ackled
value from the quality-ci wan 'fled
data is acliieved by archiving it in
Calalogtwd fonn for MICCerssIve
tesearchers. A consequence for our
data management resuarch tram is
thm it has sought genenc data
and onninr 01 data
INTEGRATING' GENERIC SCIENCE
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dictumaries so that a Can
economicalh provide :1 range ot
Thematic Programmes with an
effective Data Centre This has
been done with Environmental
Diagwistics. and has itiLluded
distributed data Centre approach
with the involvetnem of the
Environmental Change Research
Centre at t.niversity College
London. We ako assisted the
British Geological Surtey stitli a
Data Scoping Study for the
URGENT programme. and secured
(with Science SysteMs British
NationaI Space Centre funds
amovame handling orsatellite
imagery Of rivers
The Library, which will have the
necessary space En- jiistitied
expansion as a consequence of the
buikling contract et miniencing
the Wallingford Nile in autumn
1998, has implemented and loaded
the IINRX)RN holdings manage-
ment software, which is comuum
to the whole (A. (..E1.1 This is
improving the pace at whidi
scientific literature of impcinante
to hylrology can be registered and
located
The Institute has taken adsantage
of the rapid strides made lw the
British library project 'Internet
Library of Early Journals- hup
www .1xiley.ox.ac.uk.'ilej/ —
because of the envinnuilental
history data that if contains. A
range of key 18111 and 19111 century
series. including the Philosophical
Transactions of die R sa ScWtetV.
Carl llow be "4"arched rigorously lw
a few keystrokes — Once the user
is familiar with the subject bring
sought, An example ol the strength
of this appuuch can be seen in
assistance given by the Institute to
the British Hydrological Society in
order that it could launch a long-
term project to create a chronology
of hydrological events for Britain
This went live on tile Internet at
1511S Internatirmal Conference
ilydrology VI (4 Changing
Ern iro,, InCM. held at Exeter
linwersity in July 1998. Current
progress Call i it Seen at haft.):
www dundee.ac uk,ge(Igraphy;
cbile: Its relevance has been
highlighted lw the nt reased
interest in forming. I(wal 11(xxl
chroniilogies since the sescre
Easter 1998 Ilcx xis in the Midlands.
hut its science potential lOr the
cruning generation g( x.'s far wider
than-that
Ounac I bank Lau-
EUROPEAN RIVERS AND
CATCHMENTS (ERICA)
Foi hundred, oryears Ilydrok)gy
has relied on high-quality time
Series dataseIS Win) ssi iiiii to lest
hypotheses arid to help manage
reSoUrVes As time has passed.
rliany of these datasets have been
translCrred to an electronit
medium and. More and Mole.
modern capture us done directly ro
disk This allows Us to titiliSt' ever-
increasing computatumal p<m.er
fully. But how useful is this if we
cannot describe digitally the spatial
relationships lietween these data
and the environment from whik-h
they were capture&
In Britain. we have a high-
ItS4flution thgital database of rivers
and a hydrokigically appropriate
digital terrain model At Eurojx-an
scale. each state has similar
holdings. but there is no
standardised and integrated clata,m
or ri,ers.lakes and catchrnerit
boundanes This is a psiblem tor a
lxid) such as the European
Environmtmt Agency (ITA).
one which they have solved by
commissioning III to provide a
e:\ h:Ji,P,ccr anj
enla.thcemee .i.e2dw
IT di-!:  I Cr,
h.a ecr dh-elt“rl, b." They
-arc  -.tored in poire Deaell troth
cHwnsnearn Tf I  lhpstroani and are
node mairhed. Paths thipugh
ensure lotal ccinn,,,cti‘tv firl ah  any
CS'S Hf.h.ttee  1. ) its exIt hi») the
seu Ort,ee a o, River reall ihe'l  ht the
hhad language and Engli:-.11 have
been added to over 32 ingi
ctretchers. All htkes and tahe
arc: complete polygons, which
allows both calculatiun "r total
lake areas and enhanced mapping,
cr_ilcur The oakaamot
boundaries have been
autormitically identified and
dchved using an Ill-deviwci
_ied_icd Kekolin. Bullock and
Gmitard. 10921.
All GI We dataL,cts are mutually
compatible: reach, and  tc.ip.
at the coast whilst having nodes at
all river and riverllake
intersections The, Coast has nodes
at  lit et:coast inter,ection* And.
where river-. tot •m international
boundarie5, the houndar- is
identical to thy path of th,: river.
Oc er 1500 uatchments were
eventually included II) give as
wide a coverage as. posNihIc
Input from the European Top“
Centre Fir Inland Waters ensi  ire('
that ERICA-1M complies with the
needs c,f the EEA. Thee concluded
that ERICA-1M is "a great advance
Figure 29. A Nt
in term> pr
lt' :ess.essn_ienr and vtseiciiisatiort .
Its pi Aential for use lc ohcifflisly
wide and the FLA has been
appri)achecl by a numbei
rescuch grcups, Permission has
been grantt.d for it, tHe on the-
ARIDL prfiject — Assessment ol
the Regional Impact ol Drought _n
Europe — and this expected to
bc the first of many
In pandlel to the Hy. resi,Itaion
stuck. -niversity i.nf Freihoig
and the Nutkmural Environmental
Research Institute of Denmark
completed a pilot stuily at 1:25014,
"f1) concenLrated un tah: lea-a-: in
France and Blt.,,ium and the \
in ',pain and Portugal Findings
from thi,, help rhe LEA
formulate plat> to achi,:‘e the
long-term goal ol pati-European
medium it:solution catchment
geographic_ databw-k
Co mod: Rob Fl«rbi
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